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BLOB FISHACTIVITIES! BLOB FISH ACTIVITIES!BLOB FISH ACTIVITIES!BLOB FISH ACTIVITIES!   
PRE AND POST SHOW EDUCATIONAL GUIDE AND
ACTIVITY GUIDE TO EXPLORE THE CHARACTER AND

LESSONS OF BLOB FISH! 



My Blob Face
In the human world, the Blob Fish might look grumpy all the time, but without

bones they can't help It! So explore what your face and body might look like If
you were a Blob Fish! Start by making a Blob Fish face, then make your face

as wide and big as you can, then make your face really small, make your Blob
fish frown, and a big wide smile. Repeat until your Blob face feels warmed up!  

Blob of Emotions
Now get your whole body In action! Thinking of the Blob Fish on land,  what
does their whole body looks like out of water? A sack of jelly! Now put that
jelly in motion with your emotions, how does you Blob body look when it's sad?
How about happy? Now mad! How about annoyed? Go through as many
emotions you can, and be sure to wiggle in between each emotion to "shake it
off." 
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 They are mostly known in Australia and New Zealand, where
they bob along the sea floor at average depths of 3,000
feet.
Lacking both bones and teeth, they do not actively hunt. 
Besides eating, conserving energy is the blobfish’s main job.

They grow to about 12 inches long.

They eat mostly small crustaceans like crabs, sea urchins,
and shellfish. These goodies are sucked into the blobfish’s
mouth as it floats along.

 At their native depth, it is believed they have a more
“normal” appearance. At the surface, without the water
pressure to hold their shape, they appear to melt into a
puddle of goo.
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Source
Leisure Pro's AquaView Magazine

https://www.leisurepro.com/blog/explore-the-blue/8-interesting-facts-
blobfish/#:~:text=Blobfish%20are%20native%20to%20the,%2C%20sea%20urchins%2C%20and%2

0shellfish.
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MORE TO EXPLORE
WITH BLOB FISH!
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Thought Bubble!Thought Bubble!Thought Bubble!      
Favorite way to chill
out? 

Can You Find Blob Fish?  
The Midnight Zone is such a dark and mysterious space, it's no

wonder that Sea Dragon didn't see Blob Fish right away! 
What if we were Blob Fish or any other creature of the Midnight

Zone  how would we hide in plain sight?
Pick one person to be Sea Dragon, and have them exit the room or

Zoom meeting (cover eyes and ears), then pick someone to be
Blob Fish. It is this person's job to start a motion (clapping,

stomping, or even silly faces) everyone else in the circle or Zoom
meeting must follow as best they can! They also must change their

motion/movement/face as often as they can.
It is then Sea Dragons' goal to find who Blob Fish paying as close

attention as they can to when the movement changes.
They get three guesses! If they haven't guessed in three guesses, the
Blob Fish confirms their identity and they become the Sea Dragon. 
If Sea Dragon does not guess, then Blob Fish reveals themself and

becomes Sea Dragon. 
Either  last Sea Dragon or a grown-up can pick the  next Blob Fish!  


